
Statements about the Church
by Dr. K. Schilder

A translation of “Stellingen (theses) inzake de Kerk”
Taken from De Kerk, Vol.II, p. 245ff, 

These were initially published in 
De Reformatie, a weekly magazine, in 1935, and redacted in 1944).

1. The fact that there is a church cannot be  seen, but can only be  believed. Any description or
definition of its “being” (if there is such a thing) taken from what we see in the world here
below, or  based on an axiom (proposition/truth)  other  than  revelation in  Holy Scripture,  is
therefore, an activity of unbelief or disbelief, - even if it contains several truths. Also in this,
'establishing' truths is haughtiness.

2. The church has never been observed yet. Nobody did ever see 'the' church, Nobody did ever see
'mankind'. Nobody ever saw the Dutch people or any other people. Because the church is not
completed, neither is mankind or a people. Only when the last chosen one will believe and walk
in accordance with the faith, only then will 'the church' have reached her fulness (plenoma).
Nevertheless even then, 'seeing it' is, in one way or another, only possible from the other side of
the boundary that separates the present from the future dispensation.

3. Therefore, strictly speaking, a 'visible' church does not exist yet. Only temporary and local parts
and activities of the church are seen, for example, certain ways of structure and organization of
the life of such 'church parts' in a certain age (for example in O.T. or N.T. times, before or after
the Reformation), or at a certain place (like on earth, in heaven, in Canada, Asia, Russia or
Papua New Guinea).

4. Since the concept of 'invisible' is determined by the concept of 'visible' , the need to address an
invisible church has disappeared as well.

5. The church is wanted by God; doesn't the Son of God by His Word and Spirit gather to Himself
a congregation, destined to eternal life? He is doing that from the beginning to the end of the
world. Therefore, He is busy with it today, tomorrow and until the last day. He is  working to
that end, in the perfect present tense. Imagine if you will, that there is only one carpenter in the
whole world who needs all the time in the world to make the only table in the world, which he
will deliver at the end of the world. Now nobody could ever say anything about the man making
that table, as long as any praise would dare to base itself on 'phenomenologically' concocted
arguments about the 'visible' and 'invisible' table under construction. In the same way, nobody
should tire the Son of God with doxologies related to phenomenologically built-up theories
about the 'visible' or the 'invisible' church. How would we know what the woodworker's table
might look like (in case there is only one carpenter and only one table in the world).Moreover,
imagine we ourselves are the wood, which he cuts, planes and turns into a table. The church has
never been a phenomenon and moreover, there is only one Lord and only one church will ever
be constructed. In this respect, Socrates could not give a 'concept' of the church, because there is
only one, and for his conceptualization he requires more than one 'example'. And Plato cannot
do it either, for just the simple fact that the church is divided over two 'worlds', prevents Plato
from constructing a 'being' with the help of his two-worlds-doctrine. The hierarchy of heaven
since the first inhaling of the first breath into man's nostril on earth until the exhaling of the last
breath (the first death), has the church divided over two 'worlds'. Furthermore, while nobody
can say anything about the church without the Scriptures, every word about it is bound to that
Word.

6. As mentioned above, the church is gathered every day by the living Lord Jesus Christ, theKyrie.
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This is happening in the imperfect present tense. Therefore, any differentiation between 'being'
and  'well-being',  between  'visible'  and  invisible'  church,  between  the  church  as  'organism'  and  as
'institute' is false and fatal. For the daily coming together that occurs in the present time is separated or
abstracted from the ongoing being gathered together of believers by Jesus Christ, the congregation of
believers.

7. Christ's work of gathering together is the daily subject of His prayer. Therefore, this is the road
to the completion of the world. One can only be His fellow-worker when one accomplishes that
concrete  church-gathering  work  (as  far  as  faith  can  see  it),  and  only when  it  is  done  in
obedience to His command. For only His revealed Word provides us with the way along which
our prayers are  moving,  and along which the Father  wishes to  be moved,  moves and even
moves us.

8. Every fixation of a church-formation is disobedience, when the principle of the coming and
staying together of believers is either the election, or the faith, or the indicative or observable
sanctification  of  the  individual  that  is  to  be  'cultivated',  'nurtured'  or  'strengthened'  without
asking for the actual cooperation by the fellow-worker in the church-gathering work of Christ.

9. Consequently, the concept of the church as 'Heilanstalt' (german for Salvation Set-up, Salvation
Institute or Distribution Center tr.) is absolutely condemned.

10. Also acknowledged hereby, as the uppermost constitutive 'mark' of the church, is the will and
the deed of the gathering believers into one body. Willing to be ecumenical is a foremost sign of
the church. The question how and when church formation is indeed ecumenical can only be
answered by the announced, revealed and expressed will of God.

11. Since the willingness-to-gather by believers from all places and during all times is the foremost
feature of the church (for Christ's work is completed in our fellow-work with Him), it is a
principle  mistake  of  the  highest  order,  if  one  tries  to  provide  distinguishing  marks  or
classifications of the church that are either in conflict with that criterion or an abstract of it.

12. Such a mistake is  made, for example,  by someone who views the marks of the  church (as
assembly) from a viewpoint based on strictly personal events or experiences. Because personal
experiences cannot really be criteria of any communal formation or any gathering as such.

13. The rejected method under #1 above is often followed, for example, when one calls into being
the differentiations of 'invisible and visible' or 'militant and triumphant' church. With the former,
one often questions if someone has faith, yes or no; and with the latter distinction, one questions
if  he still  has to fight sin and disasters of this  age,  yes or no. But both do address strictly
personal, biographical problems.

14. Naturally, such problems are meaningful in the ongoing progression or digression of church
life. This is still, however, no reason to turn them into classifying principles and principles of
recognition especially of  the  church.  Do they not equally affect the well and woe of non-
ecclesiastical  organizations? Any christian organization suffers if there are hypocrites among
them. Any organization of believing people, also non-ecclesiastical, is 'invisible' in so far as one
cannot 'see' that faith (just as for example brain power, or sadness, melancholy etc.). It is also
'visible' as far as faith cannot refrain from expressing it self (no more than, for example, brain
power or sadness etc.) And with respect to the 'militant and triumphant' 'church', one generally
understands that the triumphant 'church' is similar to the community of the redeemed, or those
who were taken into heaven. Those who belong to it did nevertheless live on earth in also other
relationships  than  a  particular  ecclesiastical  one.  Also  in  those  relationships  they struggled
(against sin), but now they triumph (in principle they conquered sin). Therefore,  as far as the
distinction 'militant  – triumphant'  makes sense, it  also fits  ,  for example,  a christian labour
union, a christian social circle, a christian music club or a school etc.

15. Classifying criteria that does not consider the gathering factor, are the cause of numerous 
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misunderstandings about the church.
16. The  distinction  of  'invisible-visible'  that  resulted  along  this  path,  did  often  show  as  a

consequence of still viewing whole societies of sectarian origin and practices as 'true churches',
just for the simple reason that they still expected that 'invisible' faith of its members. This also
happens in every conventicle as well as in sport clubs. However, the question what they did so
as to assemble or gather with Christ as the primary issue, did no longer touch the conscience.
One neglected the very first church rule.

17. Indeed, in a similar sinful way, one even imagined a church-in-heaven, the so-called triumphant
church over against the militant church here below. The triumph of the saints (at the initial stage
only)  was differentiated  from the  struggling  what  these  same saints  had  done on earth.  In
accordance with strictly personal experience, a church classification was provided. But just like
the church to come (which is divided over two locations,above and below),  the church can
never state that its gathering work reached a common triumph. To triumph, in perfect present
tense, is only done when one is finished. As the Gatherer of the church, Christ is by far not yet
finished. Also the church is therefore, not yet finished with its ecclesiastical matters. But still,
the Christ does triumph daily in the imperfect tense, and so does through Him also the so-called
militant church, who are more than conquerors for faith conquers the world. Christ triumphs
while He struggles daily, a joyful struggling. But the same thing occurs also with the triumphant
church. It struggles every day in prayers, the sharpest, most effective weapon ever.(cf. Rev 5
and 11). It also looks forward to have the church completely finished. A 'triumphant church' that
would abstract its triumph from the one concrete church struggle, both above and below, would
be sectarian in  exactly the same way as the edifying society,  the 'schismatic  church or  the
conventicle meant under #16 above.

18. In the light of these thoughts, one observes the atrocity of sectarianism, namely, it opposes the
prayers of Christ  and the saints.  So it  turns the weapon of the believers below against the
weapon of the 'above-division'. This is, therefore, the 'horror of local destruction', at least where
one belongs.

19. Therefore, the so-called militant church does triumph daily, and the so-called triumphant church
struggles  every  day.  At  all  its  locations  on  earth  and  in  heaven,  the  church  struggles  and
triumphs  from one  moment  to  the  other.  So  the  church  shows that  it  views  being  fellow-
workers-with-the-gathering-Christ as characteristic of its own life.

D.Teitsma.
May 2003
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